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Abstract
The paper deals with the analysis and the optimization of motion of an articulated multiwheeled platform moving on uneven ground surface. Obstacle crossing capacities are
analyzed, firstly by studying the singular values of force transmission matrix which could
be represented easily by traction ellipsoids, secondly by optimizing the distribution of contact
force through a criteria combining traction efficiency and contact constraints. The considered
system is a skid-steered vehicle. So, we present a path tracking controller, based on a sliding
mode approach, which is proven to be robust with respect to ground perturbations such as
friction variation and ground surface roughness.

1. Introduction
RobuROC6 (figure 1(a)) has been designed to develop and evaluate experimentally a semiautonomous system serving as extension of the human soldier. One of the main features of
RobuROC6 is its ability to operate in extremely rough terrain and negotiating stairs (circular
stairs) or obstacles whose height are greater than its wheel radius. Moreover, its concept
was designed to offer reconfiguration capabilities for providing either a maximum of ground
adaptation for traction optimization or a high manoeuvrability.
RobuROC6 kinematics can be considered as a series of 3 monocycles modules linked together
by two orthogonal revolute joints allowing roll and pitch motion of each module. Each
monocycle module is steered and driven by two actuated conventional wheels on which
a lateral slippage may occur. The rear and the front modules are symmetrically arranged
about the central one. The two revolute joints along the pitch axis are coupled by means of 4
hydraulic actuators with interconnected cylinders. This interconnection ensures that the front
and rear pitch joints rotates symmetrically with respect to the middle axle. This kinematics
permits to transform RobuRoc6 in a 4-wheels configuration as shown in figure (1(b)) mainly
to increase manoeuvrability when needed. However the robot could operate without actuating
the hydraulic pump and then the pitch suspension works as a differential mechanical system.
Two ultrasonic sensors with a range of 3, 4 meters and two bumper sensors are located in the
front and in the rear of the robot. One inclinometer for each pod and odometric sensors are
also available.
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First, this paper presents models for characterizing the rover obstacle crossing capacity
through the concept of traction ellipsoid and a singular value decomposition of the force
transmission matrix. Next, the obstacle crossing is achieved by an optimal control of the
contact force distribution. We formulate the optimal traction force distribution problem as a
convex optimization problem using Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs). Finally, the problem of
skid-steered path tracking is investigated and solved by using a sliding mode control synthesis
which is proved to be robust enough to ignore the knowledge of the forces within the wheelsoil interaction, in the presence of sliding phenomena and ground level fluctuations.

roll joint

roll joint

pitch joints

hydraulic cylinders
for pitch motion

Fig. 1. (a) RobuROC 6 negotiating an obstacle,(b) Kinematics scheme of RobuROC6 : 2 configurations illustrating the
central module manipulation.

2. Characterizing obstacle crossing by traction ellipsoid
The differential kinematic model plays a fundamental role for robot performance analysis
(mobility, input/output velocity transmission, singularities analysis, traction transmission, etc
...), for odometry-based localization and for path tracking control. The method for deriving the
input/output velocity relationship, which is widely used for wheeled mobile robots, consists
on introducing geometrical transformations between the moving bodies and their derivative
in order to obtain velocity equations by assuming ideal rolling conditions as closed-loop
constraints [1]. Systematic formulations have been developed for various combinations of
driving and steering wheels [2] [3]. Realistic sliding models in the wheel/ground interaction
had been also introduced for developing more complete models [4] [5].
For eliminating the passive joint parameters in the differential kinematic equations and for
obtaining the closed form of the input/output velocity relationship, we can use screw theory
and reciprocal screws applied to constrained asymmetrical parallel system that provides
directly the input/output equations of instantaneous velocities. Moreover, the approach gives
a better geometrical insight into the problem of singularities and more generally into motion
and force transmission characteristics of the system [6].
By using reciprocal screw method for elimination of passive time-derivative parameters, we
obtain a relevant geometrical insight into the problem of singularities and more generally into
motion and force transmission characteristics of the system. We show that the input/output
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differential kinematic model can be given analytically quite easily by using reciprocal screws
technique [7]:
Bθ̇ a = Dẋ

(1)

where θ̇a is the vectors of generalized velocity of actuated joints, and ẋ is the twist of the
reference body SP with respect to ground.
Moreover, the elements of this model have a direct physical meaningful which could help
for performance analysis and optimization design. The lines of matrix D correspond to the
wrench (generalized force) created by active joint and transmitted to the platform.
The problem of obstacle clearing of off-road robots has been addressed slightly, in particular
either from experimental point of view or by using dynamic simulation [8] [9]. However, there
is no theoretical study based on analytical formulation of the problem of forces and velocities
transmissions between joint, contact and task frames. This problem needs to be formulated
theoretically, may be by inspiring from the widely studied grasping issue. However, we notice
some experimental and numerical contributions to this problem in [8] and [9].
It is interesting to be able to compare the traction capabilities for different contact conditions.
Hence, the set of forces and moments realizable by τ such kτ k ≤ 1 form a unit ball and
if we take a particular interest in force transmission, Df a representative measure σ of the
traction derived from the image of this unit ball can be derived:

1/2
σ = det(Dtf Df )
(2)
To show the evolution of the force transmission index σ, we have studied the case of a step
clearing for Roburoc6. Obstacle clearing and more generally traction, are highly dependent
on friction forces which are directly proportional to their respective normal force fnj . We
can take into account normal forces by including a weighting matrix P which considers
their distribution over contacts, and then compute the singular values of the weighted force
transmission matrix Dtf PPt Df .

Fig. 2. Representation of force transmission for RobuROC6 during step clearing by the solid ellipse for the unweighted
measure index and the dashed ellipse for the weighted one.

Figure (2) illustrates the traction ellipsoids (with solid line) and the weighted one (with dashed
line) during a step clearing. This represents force transmission factors from the joint torques
frame (solid line), and from the tangential contact force frame (dashed line), to the force
task frame. This measure could be improved by projecting in the task frame the contact
unilaterality condition.
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3. Optimal contact force distribution for obstacle crossing control
Traction and load distributions are of great importance when evolving on uneven terrains as the
contacts normals are not parallel and contact points are not coplanar. In this case, traction and
load distribution problems can not be decoupled. We can then use the well known frameworks
developed for the analysis of grasping systems. Wheeled mobile systems can be considered as
a system where multiple interconnected wheels grasp the ground. Contact stability in wheeled
mobile robots can have many analogies with that of multifingered grasping hands.
Thus, the kineto-static equations can be seen, basically, as a set of linear algebraic transformations between task, joint and contact parameters. Let us define:
•
•

•

θ̇,τ the vectors of generalized joint velocities and joint torques,
ẋ,w are respectively the twist of the reference body SP with respect to ground, and the
wrench transmitted by contacts on SP ,
v,f the vectors of velocities and forces in contacts.

Those parameters are related linearly by two transformation matrices J and G. J is the
Jacobian matrix which contains jacobian of each joint expressed at each wheel-soil contact
points, with respect to the reference body (SP ). G can be defined as the grasp matrix of the
ground body S0 .
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Relation between the task and joint sub-spaces

We propose a general framework for optimization the obstacle crossing achievement. The
framework can be applied for any articulated wheeled system with active or passive mobilities.
The method is based on a kineto-static model which takes into account the slippage and friction
conditions in wheel-ground contacts. It draws up the problem of contact forces distribution of
multi-wheeled articulated robots and proposes a formulation based on a convex optimization
problem that involves linear matrix inequalities (LMI). The method defines the stability contact
by using the maximal friction condition.
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Usually, articulated rovers have a high number of static indeterminacy (or hyperstatism). This
indeterminacy come from: the use of redundant actuation with six actuated wheels (internal
source) and the presence of multiple frictional contacts with environment (external source).
The indeterminacy is equal to 2 when the pitch joint is passive, and is equal to 3 when this
joint is actuated.
The main issue of the contact stability problem is to determine a contact force distribution
which satisfy:
•
•

the unilateral contact condition : fi,N > 0,
the no (or small) slippage condition : (fi,T )2 < (µfi,N )2 where µ is the friction coefficient.

These conditions can be transformed, as proven by [10] and extended by [11], into positive
definiteness of certain symmetric matrices which is for a punctual contact with friction
(PCWF), restricted here to a planar problem,
P(f ) =

3
X

fi,T Si,T + fi,N Si,N > 0

(3)

i=1

with Si,T , Si,N are constant block diagonal symmetric matrix.
For i = 1
S1,T = blockdiag(E212 + E221 , 02×2 , 02×2 )
S1,N = blockdiag(µ(E211 + E222 ), 02×2 , 02×2 )
and et cetera for i = 2, 3. In these relations, Eabc is a square matrix of dimension a with
element (b, c) to be 1 and all others to be zero.
The problem can be formulated as a set of convex optimization problems involving Linear
Matrix Inequalities (LMI). The latter problem have been extensively studied in optimization
and control community and highly efficient algorithms are now available for their solutions.
We define a measure of optimality for traction forces by:
Ψ(f ) = w2 fTt fT + log det P−1 (f )
where fT = (f1,T , f2,T , f3,T )t depicts the vector of traction forces, w is a weighting factor.
The first term of the measure will grow with the contact tangential forces, and the second
term grows to infinity as any contact force approaches the boundary of its friction cone.
The traction force optimization problem can therefore be stated as follows:
minimize
subject to

Ψ(f ) = f t Wt Wf + log det P−1 (f )
Ḡf = ḡ

(4)

with W corresponds to a weighting matrix.
The constraint equalities characterizes quasi-static equilibrium equation of the system between
contact forces and gravitational forces. We must notice that during obstacle crossing the
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velocity is slow defending the assumption of quasi-static motion. Finally, wheel torques can
be computed by using the Jacobian matrix J, which can be written more simply by τ = JT f .
Figure (4(b)) represents simulation results of the traction coefficients during a step crossing
task. We can see that all wheel are driven with few internal forces and that the traction
coefficients are maintained below the maximum value of the friction coefficient (0.8). Figure
(4(b)) shows, that an optimal torque distribution allows high clearing capacities comparing to
a simple velocity control with an equal wheels rate. This plotting gives the maximal height
clearance (divided by the wheel radius) of a step-like obstacle for different friction coefficient
values µ (see [12] for more result details)
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Fig. 4. (a) Traction coefficients ft /fn (friction coefficient equal to 0.8), (b) Maximal obstacle clearance height (divided
by the wheel radius) as function of friction coefficient µ, with the two control methods.

4. Robust control of skid-steered path tracking
Skid-steered vehicles are not usually easy to control because of the difficulty of characterizing
their behaviour and forces in the wheel-ground contacts. Many contact models developed
by, for example, Bakker [13] or Pacejka [14] try to represent the complexity of the physical
phenomena by using empirical functions. The dynamic of skid-steering mobile robots has been
studied by Caracciolo in [15], with the use of a dynamic feedback linearization paradigm for a
model-based controller that minimizes lateral skidding by imposing the longitudinal position
of the instantaneous center of rotation. In [16], Kozlowski designed a new algorithm proved
to have a high robustness to dynamic parameters uncertainty. Now, another strategy that uses
a sliding mode controller can be investigated in order to deal with the skid phenomenon
that is inherent to this kind of vehicle. This controller, developed by Utkin [17], authorizes
a decoupling design procedure, a disturbance rejection, insensitivity to dynamic parameters
variations, and a simple implementation. That is why this control law has been treated in
many ways in the literature. In [18] and in [19] dynamic control laws are studied, but
without taking into account the complex dynamical model of the vehicle. In [20] and then
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in [21] the dynamical model of a unicycle is studied for the design of a controller by using a
nonholonomic constraint, considering a null lateral velocity. In [22], it is taken into account
that in realistic case, the nonholonomic constraints are not satisfied. But the problem is
addressed for a partially linearized dynamical model of a unicycle robot.
Here, we suggest an original dynamical model based upon sliding mode control method for
fast autonomous mobile robots, that controls the torques applied in the wheels. The main
objective is to follow a given path with a relatively high speed by servoing the longitudinal
velocity and the yaw angle.
A controller based on a complete three dimensional dynamic model of this kind of articulated
system would be difficult to investigate, especially the computation of complex equations in
a limited time if we intend to reach high velocities. That is the reason why the sliding mode
controller is particularly adapted. The robustness of this controller, according to the robot
dynamic model, permits to stay quite reliable in spite of the sliding phenomenon and the roll
and pitch movements of the three pods, due to possible fluctuations of the ground level and
of the normal contact. The controller architecture is depicted Fig.5(b).
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(a) System dynamics, (b) Control block diagram

The wheel-ground interaction forces are called Fx∗∗ and Fy∗∗ for each one of the six wheels
in both the longitudinal x and the lateral y directions (with f, m and r for front, middle and
rear, and l and r for left and right) (Fig.5(a)). The longitudinal velocity and the yaw angle of
the vehicle are controlled by adding two inputs τu and τθ . The torque τu is applied equally
on the six wheels of the robot, whereas the value of the torque τθ is of opposite sign for the
right and the left wheels:
τf l = τml = τrl = τu − τ2θ ;
(5)
τf r = τmr = τrr = τu + τ2θ
By defining εu = ud − u and εθ = θ̃d −
 θ respectively the longitudinal velocity and the yaw
d
rate errors with θ̃d = θd + arctan d0 a modified yaw angle into taking account the path
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lateral deviation d (d0 a positive constant) and by using sliding mode approach, τu and τθ
control laws are defined by:
τu
τθ



εu
1
u
=
u̇d + Kp εu + ρ
− Λu ω̇ − rv
γ
kεu k + βu

BT P x
1 ˙
θ
θ
=
r̃d + Kp εθ + Kd ε̇θ + µ T
λ
kB P xk + βθ
−Λθ ω̇ − Dθ Fy )

(6)

(7)

where r̃d = θ̃˙d is the time derivative of the modified desired yaw rate, x = [εθ , ε̇θ ]t is the
error state vector, P is a solution of the Lyapunov equation that guarantee the system stability,
B = [0, 1]t
This control law is also function of the inverse dynamic model, including the following
parameters:
λ
Λθ
ω̇
Dθ
Fy

+wl
= 32 wrJR
 ;

ω
−wl wr −wl wr −wl wr ;
= −J
JR

T
ω̇
ω̇
=  ω̇f l ω̇f r ω̇ml ω̇mr
;
rl
rr

l l −lr −lr ;
=
 f f
T
Fyf l Fyf r Fyrl Fyrr
=
.

where ωij is the wheel rate, J is the vehicle yaw inertia moment wrt center of mass, Jω is
the inertia moment of the wheel, and R the wheel radius.
In practice, uncertainties about the system dynamics have for consequence an unknown about
the real sliding surface s = 0. As a consequence s 6= 0 and the sliding control law σ, which
has a behavior similar to a sign function, induces oscillations while trying to reach the sliding
surface s = 0 with a null time in theory. These high frequency oscillations around the sliding
surface, called chattering, increase the energy consumption and can damage the actuators. In
order to reduce them, we can replace the sign function by an arctan one or, as chosen here,
by adding a parameter with a small value β in the denominator. This control is proven to be
Lyapunov-stable (see [23] for proof details).
To estimate the value of the lateral forces Fy , a Pacejka [14] theory could be used by taking
into account the slip angle. But, because of the robustness of the sliding mode control, we
can consider that Fy is a perturbation to be rejected, and we do not include it in the control
law.
The simulation is executed with RobuBOX, using MSRS and Ageia PhysX [24], a highly
realistic 3-dimensional dynamic environment. An advanced tire slip based friction model is
used in this simulator. The displacements of the RobuROC6 are displayed in Fig.6(a) and
compared to usual kinematic control. With a kinematic controller, the vehicle has large path
tracking errors mainly due to sliding phenomenon in the wheel-soil interaction, not taken into
account. By adding the sliding mode controller the robot, clearly goes more closely along the
prescribed path, the torques being continuously corrected.
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Fig. 6.

(a) Robot paths, (b) RobuROC6 on a sinusoidal ground

5. Conclusion
RobuRoc6 is an innovative mechanical structure allowing high mobility on challenging ground
surface. Its complexity and originality make us asking some fundamental questions, such as
how characterizing and optimizing obstacle crossing, and how designing a robust control for
skid-steered path tracking. We are currently equipping the platform with an IMU and a DGPS sensors which would allow us an experimental validation of these theoretical models.
Another point that will be investigated in the future, concerns the modeling and the control
of the hydraulic cylinders and the pitch motion to improve obstacle and slope crossing.
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